between two trees and being able to ride
through.

IN THE WINDUP
To begin

our summary of the Fouilrax

vs. QuadRacer head-to-head competition,
we are going to elaborate on which machine ourtest riders felt more comfortable.

Sitting on each of the two four-wheelers
side by side, the majority of our test riders
voted for the Suzuki in the ergonomics
(how everything fits you) department. Some
of our larger test riders felt a little cramped

on the Honda. Once the wheels started to
roll, many riders changed their minds. The
Fouilrax is virtually effortless to ride and
took very little time to get used to. Actual
on-the-trail riding comfort ended up a tie,
but it seems like it took our test riders a lit-

tle longer to get used to the Suzuki.
ln the power category, the QuadRacer

The 250 high-pedormance strootout has
been narrowed down to a head-to-head
battle between the Suzuki LT250 QuadRacer and the Honda 250R Fouiltax. Both

machines have proved to be winnerc in all

dillercnt types ol racing.

bumps. lf you have a strong upper body
that can help soak up the large whoops,
than you can probably ride the Suzuki a
little faster than the Honda on a rough trail.
The only problem is you'll tire out faster.

AIR TIME
Comparing the two machines' jumping
ability requires us to take into account the
takeoff, air flight and landing. lf you want
to be the raddest jumper around, then your
choice should be the Honda. When approaching a jump, the Fouilrax seems to
automatically launch you in level position,
with the front end not too high and not too
low. The 250R feels very light and nimble
in the air and most of our test riders felt
they could throw the machine wherever
they wanted to. Landings were soft and
stable with virtually no hard pounding.
The Suzuki is also a good jumper, but
it feels a little bulky and heavy. Some of
our test riders complained that the QuadRacer tends to launch you with the front
end too high. A plus for the QuadRacer
is it always seems to fly straight and stable. Landings are a little too harsh on the
large jumps.

TREE SLICING
With the National Cross-Country series
growing, riders are discovering how exciting it is to compete while slicing through
the trees. When comparing these two highperformance machines, the Honda climbs
to the top of the ladder. The first and most
obvious reason is credited to the Fouflrax's
quick turning ability. Some of the other features which make the Honda a better woods
machine are the powerband and tires. Our

woods test riders raved about Honda's
smooth powerband because it requires
very little throttle control to keep the wheeF

spin down to a minimum. This allows the

rear end to track straight. Taking full advantage of the radial Ohtsu rear tires, you
can run a low air pressure to get traction
and not worry too much about getting a
flat.
As we said before, the Suzuki turns well
with the power on. ln the woods, however,
riders are faced with a lot of tight turns that
require you to coast around, so there may
be a problem with a pushing front end. The
QuadRacer is capable of turning fast loops
through the.woods, but it takes a certain
rider technique to learn. When it comes
to a narrow trail, the Suzuki has a slight

advantage over the Honda because its
width is one inch less than the Honda's.
That doesn't sound like much, but it can
sometimes make the difference between
having to get off your machine and pull it

is liked by all because of its low-end grunt

and hard surge felt throughout the rpm
range. We heard no complaints about the

Fouilrax's smooth-delivering powerband,
but it doesn't seem to take control and hit
hard.
Determining which machine corners the
best was one of the easiest tasks we had.
Turning the Honda is like riding an ATV
with power steering. lt tu.rns quick, easy
and precise. The Suzuki reacts consislently, but you have to start the turn early and
power out.
The Honda gets a slight edge on the
whoop-de-doo trails because of its plushfeeling front shocks. The Suzuki tracks

straighter but lost out due to the slight
pounding felt on square-edged bumps.
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Trax because all of our test riders felt

they
could throw it around in the air and still
have a plush landing. The QuadRacer still

felt stable and controllable in the air, but
the landings were a little harsh.
There you have it! The 250 high-performance showdown. After all of our testing
was complete and we heard the pros and
cons from each rider, the Honda 250R
Fouilrax is the winner. lt's rider-friendly
and handles great. The Suzuki 250 QuadRacer is not a bad machine and many
riders have proven it's no slouch on the
racetrack.
ln fact, we are almost positive you'll be
seeing a lot of QuadRacers giving the FourTrax's competition this year, because of the
price difference. Comparing each factory's suggested retail price, the QuadRacer
is almost $600 cheaper than the Fouilrax.
It is almost guaranteed that you'll be happy with either one of these machines. They
both are capable of making you a full-on

feels alwfth

erinsthe

four-wheeler addict.

The Suzuki QuadRacer {eels a little heavy
in the alG but both tall and short test riders
liked the overall ergonomics. Once our
test rderc spent some time on tie QuadRacer, they coutd tum some fast,ap times.

l-ow-end and midrange powet on lhe Suzuki was liked by all of our lest riders. fhe
Automatie Exhaust Contrcl Valve has a lol

to do with ifie strong detinite power surge
Ielt at mid+pms.

Having a slight ptoblem with pushing
through the conerc, the QuadRacer turns
the besf wilh the powet on, as opposed to
coasting arcund a corner. The ftont A-arms
look ditlerent, but the only change is a
new while colot.

< Suzuki ollers
very liltle protectign on the
underside ol
the machine. lf
you plan on doing a lot ot
cross-country

ilding, we suggest you putchase an aftet-

ma*el skid

plate package.

